
2017 HALL OF FAME WINNERS 

At the annual meeting held on December 10, Paul and Ruth Ann Schwenke were announced as 
the inductees into the Hall of Fame for Unit 191. The honor was started three years ago with the 
initial group of Mary Lou Johnson, Lona Ruth Kennedy, Peggy Barbee, John Torrey and 
Harrison Brooke inducted. Since then, Phil Erlenbach and Pat Bodoh have been added to the 
group. This is an award that is given to long time unit members who have made a significant 
contribution to our unit. 

 

Paul and Ruth Ann moved to the area in 1998 and immediately became involved with bridge. 
They both took the director’s course and took cruises and directed on board.  Paul joined the unit 
board in 2003, and assumed the position  of membership chairman. He started the land cruise 
event with the help of Bob Crawford and Bob Lenkeit ‒ an adventure that took some 50+ 
people to a hotel at the beach for a weekend of bridge. Paul and Ruth Ann also started a Saturday 
morning limited game and soon took over the Thursday limited game which had been started by 
Glenn and Doreen Marek. Doreen and Ruth Ann also began the Easy Bridge on Monday 
mornings.   

While Paul was on the board, he had the idea of having a Non-Life master tournament and with 
the board approval,  organized and chaired this tournament ‒ an event that also was not only 
successful, but also another activity that increased the membership significantly. Paul and Ruth 
Ann started the mentoring program in the unit ‒ slow in the beginning, but took off quickly after 
a couple of seasons. Now this program is one of our unit’s most successful endeavors. These 
activities increased the unit membership by over 100 members during Paul’s tenure as 
membership chairman. 



In 2005, Paul and Ruth Ann took over the Friday afternoon game at the Senior Center when John 
Torrey moved to Triangle. For many years, they ran the game at the center and then moved to 
The Bridge Academy to continue the Friday afternoon game. Paul’s idea was not only to run a 
bridge game but to give back to the community and many of his games were charity events 
which helped the Interfaith organization and other non-profit ventures, and often he contributed 
to a charity of the winner’s choice ‒ if you happened to be fortunate enough to finish first overall 
at one of his games.   

After moving to The Bridge Academy, Paul recognized veterans in November and always gave 
free plays to those who had served our country in the military at a special November game. He 
also organized special games to provide funds for Hope For the Warriors ‒ an organization  
which supports post 9-11 disabled veterans.   

Paul and Ruth Ann have now retired from running bridge games, but they are often seen playing 
in our unit’s games.  Our unit appreciates what the Schwenkes have done for the unit ‒ 
especially in the area of providing limited games, starting the NLM tournament, and the many 
charitable events you have supported. 

Thank you Paul and Ruth Ann ‒ our unit is indebted for your many contributions!!!  

“We want to thank everyone for their tremendous support throughout the 15 years we ran 
games in the unit.  Without it, we would not have been able to accomplish most of these 
achievements.  And always remember, ‘ If it’s Friday, then it must be Sundaes.’”  The 
Schwenkes 

 


